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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 
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و";h اأح23ن م2s%2د:A-ش ا?.2 7زم %#وح 7 ()ن م-ل و%6$#ي . :h;" 9 ا@ح23ن%;9L ور ت.2م %9XP آ#%$# إ7 /.2 %)
أ/t وم2:-ق %\-ن .  ر%2ل ا/U#ق :9 ا/];# %\.T تi#%>2 أ/t و�.!، أ/t@?< %\-ن. =>;2 "! مU? 8?-\%2! ا/];# ا/9A ه2Lك
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.%npروM "2/];#... ()ن م-ل، اMمVN ه2Lك :9   
 

English translation:  
 
L: Clothes in Aden Mall are the same as Aden Crater but cheaper? 
M: No the clothes in Al-Sheikh.  
L: Clothes in Al-Sheikh are the same as in Aden Crater but cheaper? 
M: Cheaper. 
L: Why? 
M: Because of course… Some make the prices higher in Aden because mashaAllah1 they know 
that people in Aden… their parents are employees and… they have high statuses, higher than 
people in Al-Sheikh. People in Al-Sheikh, I mean families there are simple, not like the very rich 
families in Aden. I mean even the prices of what’s it called (remembers), the clothes are a little 
bit higher in Aden, not extremely expensive. While in Aden Mall the clothes and styles are nice, 
but if you want… some clothes are there in Aden Mall and in Aden Crater too, but a bit cheaper 
in Aden Crater.  Because you can find, in Aden Mall everything is available. However, if you 
want something appropriate you should carefully look for it in Aden Crater [before going to 
Aden Mall]. 
L: Why? 
M: Because not everything is available [in Aden Crater]. For example [if] he [buyer] wants to 
buy a shirt that’s brown and with long sleeves, he wouldn’t find it in Crater unless he carefully 
                                                 
1 MashaAllah: expression used for exclamation and extremes. 
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looks for it.  Sometimes he wouldn’t find it and he would have to go to Aden Mall and buy it, 
indeed it won’t have the same price. The difference in the price could be a 1500 or 1000 rials, 
usually a 1000 and up.  
L: You mean it’s more expensive in Aden Mall.  
M: A lot more expensive. 
L: Then why is it expensive in Aden Mall though Aden Mall is just beside Aden Crater? 
M: Because, I mean who wants to have a store in Aden Mall will lose a lot paying for rent. They 
[Aden Mall] owners take advantage of the citizen’s [need] when he comes to open a store in 
Aden Mall. They make him bankrupt with the price.  
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